Truth And Determination Take Center Stage In Sophomore Poetry Collection

Jagged Little Pieces by Kellie Elmore

For Immediate Release

Sacramento, CA – In the follow-up poetry collection from the Pushcart Prize nominee, Kellie Elmore, we discover a new and powerful voice. Each piece of poetry breathes life from the pages, evoking deep emotion. This is a book that needs to be in everyone's poetry bookshelf.

Poet Kellie Elmore delivers a sharp look inside the human condition with Jagged Little Pieces. Articulately divided into the emotional fragments concerning death, love, depression, and hope, this collection leads the reader through a metamorphosis from a shattered past of heartbreak and loss to a hopeful and inspired present.


About Kellie Elmore:
Kellie Elmore is a writer who believes self-expression is most beautiful in its pure, raw and unedited form, transforming the simplest words into something you can feel. Kellie finds inspiration in nature and in the humble surroundings of her “backyard” – Southeast Tennessee. Through her charming prose and engrossing narratives, Kellie writes freely on many subjects both fiction and semi-autobiographical, penning her way through cherished and magical moments as well as tragic losses. Her goal is to take readers back, rekindle a memory, or elicit a feeling.

About Winter Goose Publishing:
Winter Goose Publishing is an independent publisher founded in 2011. We are a royalty-paying publisher dedicated to putting out the best literature in prose, poetry and art; covering a variety of genres. You can visit wintergoosepublishing.com for more information or email info@wintergoosepublishing.
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